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CGHS RATES 2014 FOR CITIES OTHER THAN DELHI & NCR


2. CGHS rates have been revised for most of the CGHS cities and are available on their CGHS city website. All Stn HQ’s/ Regional Centre’s should obtain the revised 2014 rates from the concerned CGHS web site/ Addl Dir (CGHS) of the city and implement the same for ECHS. The CGHS 2010 rates will be applicable for all those cities where the rates have not been revised & new rates would be applicable once implemented in that city by CGHS.

3. All Regional Centre’s are further instructed to disseminate the new rates applicable in their AOR to SEMOs, Stn HQs, all empanelled hospitals & ECHS Polyclinics.

4. The new rates for Delhi and NCR have already been promulgated vide this office letter No B/49773/AG/ECHS/Rates/Policy dt 07 Oct 2014.

Vijay Anand
Col
Dir (Med)
for MD ECHS

Copy to:
DÖESW - for info.
DGAFMS-DG-3A
DGMS (Army)/DGMS-5(B)
DGMS (Navy)/Dir ECHS (Navy)
DGMS (Air Force) (Med-7) - for info please.
UTI-ITSL
1533/1, Above Farico Show Room - 1st Floor, Old Madras Road
Halasuru, Bangalore
Karnataka-560008

Office of the CGDA
Ulan Batar Road
Palam, Delhi Cantt-10

[Space for info please.]

[Space for info please.]

___________________________
All Regional Centres

[Space for info please.]

Internal

Ops & Coord
P &FC, Claim Sec
Stats & Automation Sec

[Space for info please.]

Request confirm receipt and intimate the new rates have been implemented.

[Space for info please.]

for uploading on ECHS website along with soft copy of said letter.